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From Editor's Desk
Warm wishes and congratulations to all the
researchers, faculty members, and staff for working
as a unit and making the GenaTi chapter an
unforgettable moment. This venture is unique and
special, it provides an industry exposure
opportunity to all, especially to budding
professionals. We must see it as a problem solving
and a learning experience to show how to thrive and

Prof. Mohammed H. Al Qahtani

survive in the fiercely work oriented environment. The future prospects of GenaTi are tremendous but these
prospects need to be tapped systematically, clinically and efficiently. GenaTi experience further provide a resolve
to contribute actively and relentlessly in relieving the humanity from chronic diseases especially of those having
genetic and genomic overtones. Our masses are affected, by one or another disease in Saudi Arabia. The GenaTi,
signifies a struggle in this direction, meant to support and promote a healthy society. Our enthusiastic and
competent scientists are eager as never before to realize this dream by offering outstanding health services and
research policies, in line to bring health awareness to our community. The venture also desirous of to bring in the
decision-makers to strengthen the health care system. One way can be, if
GenaTi aims further to support the outstanding research, capacity-building,
Patron
rs the intent, specified in
and knowledge translation initiatives. Thisitisoclearly
H.E.Prof. Abdulrahman AI-Youbi
Ed association with other medical
the vision. We seek to establish collaborative
Editor In Chief
research centers nationally, in near future, and not in a distant future,
Prof. Mohammed H. Al Qahtani
internationally as well. GenaTi has already considering setting up
CEGMR Executive Director
affiliations with highly cited overseas scientists. This will augment greatly
to tap international expertise and also help enormously to promote our own
Editorial Board Advisors
indigenous research programs in the process. GenaTi/Genomexcell
Prof. Adel M. Abuzenadah
Publication Division welcomes the participation of all. By all we really
Prof. Adeel G Choudhary
mean everybody. We are in the process of re-orient our research priorities
Prof. Mamdooh Qari
and strategic direction focusing more on diagnosis and research sectors
through GenaTi, of course. It's launching is a special occasion, therefore
Editorial Board
Editorial Board joins everyone to congratulate in sharing this invaluable
Prof. Waseem Ahmad (Faridi)
cause. Let this also be the thanks giving occasion to Allah – The All Mighty.
Executive Editor

Dr. Syed Kashif Zaidi
Dr. Shakeel Ahmed Ansari
Mr. Mohammed Amir Khan

Designser
Reem Mohammed Bashmail
Executive Editor
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Goals of GenaTi
GenaTi is a Saudi limited liability, and a central
laboratory registered with King AbdulAziz
University. It offers a wide range of high-quality,
cutting-edge genetic testing laboratory together
with internship facilities. GenaTi diagnostic
services exploit the latest technologies combined
with professional clinical and genetic consultation
diagnosis and prognosis of most of genetic diseases
including cancers. By offering pre-implantation
genetic diagnosis and screening along with its new
IVF clinic, the GenaTi is contributing to the
prevention of genetic diseases in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. The infrastructure is organized in the
form of research service units freely accessed to
GenaTi and KAU scientists, on a collaborative basis
as usual.

ﺟﻴﻨﺎﺗﻲ

GenaTi

POWER THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

Our mission is loud and clear, we are
committed to promote excellence and professionalism
in the delivery of patient specific approach and cost
effective diagnostic service. We seek to be leader in
the drive to enhance the quality of life. We aspire
further to be a leading diagnostic reference in
laboratory medicine, locally and regionally.
GenaTi stay focused entirely on the:
conceptualization, fabrication, validation and
marketing of post-genomic diagnostic and
therapeutic tools in Saudi Arabia and beyond. We can achieve this by consistently investing in research and
development programs striving all the time to the international standards by opening to quality control
organizations. This way only, we can meet the customer's satisfaction. The productivity, variety, and efficiency
are our hallmark. Through a team of highly qualified consultants, physicians, medical scientists and
technologists we will soon be a leading medical company, Inshallah. To achieve this, GenaTi pledges to adhere
to the guidelines and recommendation of the CAP (Collage of American
Pathologist). A free guidance for cost-effective and clinically relevant test
detection are available with us. We offer expert interpretation of the
laboratory reports and medical recommendation, further.
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GenaTi Planning and Coordination: Efforts During and Beyond

The Director GenaTi-CEGMR and the members of the core committee worked rigorously, spreading across
weeks. It necessitated to hold a series of meetings and frequent interactions in matters relating administration of
GenaTi. Faculty arrangement, planning, and coordination were key issues to be discussed. The first meeting was
held in Director's office. Members invited to give suggestions and input in constituting the administration team,
contributed enormously and presented their ideas. The layout of functioning of GenaTi and mode of operation
emerged successively from each meeting. The duties were assigned to the core committee members. Subsequent
meetings were held further in assessing the progress in establishing the GenaTi.
Matters related to inauguration and launching of GenaTi and other arrangements were discussed elaborately.
Individual Departments were also directed to be ready and prepare for the opening ceremony – an upcoming event.
On the day of inauguration of GenaTi, a briefing by the Director ensured for the smooth run to the D-day. All cadres
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were fully prepared for the occasion.
On the advisement and behalf of Director of GenaTi – another special meeting of core committee was held in
May 2, 2017 at 2 pm lasting for about two hours. It focused on formulating the general guidelines of GenaTi
laboratories and to streamline the procedure for sample collection and processing. It was agreed, on making a
standard template for each service unit conforming to College of American Pathologists meeting CAP standards.
The stages from sample reception for diagnostic and research separately; to actual services rendered besides,
depositing sample in Bio-bank – figured out prominently. A serious discussion on the ethical and moral issues
related to the remaining sample was also debated at length.
A tracking system in time was suggested, and starting from the sample received to the sample released – was
discussed. Preparing checklist of each unit was recommended and to have the coordinator for each unit was further
agreed upon. The coordinators suggested were required to prepare guidelines for GenaTi medical company and to
formulate principals its services. The fate regarding the usage of leftover samples – after meeting the requirement
of diagnostic services by GenaTi and also after short time storage in the Bio-bank was pondered upon. The
suggestions were afoot that after the end of diagnosis or short time research purpose, it should become the property
of CEGMR. The directive of this that; such sample after some time become CEGMR property – should come from
university regulatory body was contemplated.
It was agreed mutually that the researchers should have free hand to discuss the matters related to
diagnostic tests and related parameters with the interested parties. However, the final decision must rest with the
Director and his committee, constituted for this purpose. Matters related to financial aspect or its extension be
entrusted with the Director.
The presentee in this special meeting were: Prof. Adeel Chaundhary, Prof. Abdulbaset Buhmedia, Prof.
Waseem Ahmad (Faridi), Dr. Heba Alkhatabi and Dr. Aisha Elaimi.
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Launching Prestigious Venture:
The GenaTi Diagnostic Medical Company
The inauguration of eagerly awaited GenaTi – a diagnostic medical
company, finally arrived at on 16th of April, 2017 at King Fahad Medical
Research complex under the patronage of His Excellency, The President
of the King Abdulaziz University, Prof. Abdulrahman Obaid AI-Youbi.
Besides, many Deans and Directors of Centers of Excellence were also
the part of the distinguished gathering, in addition the occasion was
graced by many dignitaries, professionals and VIPs. The arena and the
premises of CEGMR and DGMU prominently displayed the banners
highlighting the trend of researches and research services. An impressive
presence of a stage, a mega screen, banners, balloons and the enthuses of
hosts were a treat to watch. The extravagant platform and podium
equipped with sound systems and electronics paraphernalia was
conspicuous in the background of audience. Meticulous seating
arrangements for the guests and media was demarcated. Additional place
was created as well, should further room if need be. The scientists,
researchers and allied staff of GenaTi and CEGMR enthusiastically
cheered the occasion.
The solemn, simple, and yet highly impressive ceremony
commenced with Holy verses from the Qur'an, and then subsequent
translation. The stages of human embryonic development were the main
theme of the verses. Prof. Mohammed Hussein AlQahtani took the center
stage and warmly welcome the audience. It was followed by presentation
of the documentary film about GenaTi. The high profile documentary
among other matters dwelt on reiterating the aims, objectives and short
and long terms goals. The video showcased GenaTi diagnostic services
on demand fully backed by research team. The viewers were made aware
about GenaTi contribution to the society. The souvenirs were presented to
the guests. A huge appreciation from dignitaries was heart warming.
The Director, GenaTi Medical company, explained the significance
of the project. It is a major commercialization step and the government
funded establishment, with the far-reaching consequences and the
potential to serve the need of the entire Middle East population. He
assured of more such initiatives in the near future.
The ceremony came to close followed by a sumptuous lunch and
photo sessions.
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From Research to Industry
The lecture delivered by Dr. Ahmed Mohammed AlAbdulKadir, Secretary General GPURC, KACST 2017, was delivered for the
benefit of scientists and researchers of GenaTi, CEGMR and KFMRC. This event occurred on the day of Thursday, April 27, 2017, Dr.
Ahmed Mohammed AlAbdulKadir, Secretary General of GPURC, on behalf of KACST organized this very informative lecture cum
discussion, at KFMRC Lecture Theater. We are presenting this gist for benefit of all scientists (Editors).

The Grant Program for Universities and Research Centers, GPURC
is one of the strategic initiatives overseen by KACST under the NTP 2020.
It is a product of wide range of involvement from national stake holders
and global consultants. The move led by KACST is an exercise spanning
three years. The involvement included the engagement of over 500
researchers and technicians, utilizing advanced analytical tools and
assessed numerous publication and citations. Also conducted during this
field research, workshops and benchmarking were aligned with other
national strategies. Most of the programs, included under this umbrella, are demand based programs that are
executed at the request from the government and private agencies. These are meant to address urgent challenges
using scientific technical solutions. To name a few; these are classified as: graduate research program, basic
research program, applied research program, innovative research program, targeted research program, industrial
development program, and the program aiming at creation of industrial innovative centers. These programs are
executed to provide scientific and technical solutions for current and future challenges facing labour market. The
beneficiaries of these programs will be graduate students, Ph.D. and MSc.
holders, universities and research centers, public and private sectors and
SMEs. The potential outputs tapped from these programs are estimated in
terms of: published scientific papers (6.2K), patents (3.7K), startups
companies from universities (650), technical solutions (400), and
importantly expected jobs (3.6K).
The performance of these programs is planned to be assessed on
point system basis (PPS). That necessitate minimum points requirement
based on: scientific publications, patents, generated jobs, startups, technical solutions. Performance of each
grant measured through the PPS: differs basically on the kind of scope and objectives. Monetary incentives
available for additional points as well.
Research is preferably recommended to be designed to complete the requirement of obtaining master or
Ph.D degree in higher education institutions. This program is aimed at developing student's capability and skills,
identifying appropriate technologies, raising the efficiency of research
outputs in higher education and enhancing the confidence of industrial
sectors in terms of capabilities and the competencies of the graduate
students. The program has a specific time period for submitting,
completion of research, a year of master degree and two years for Ph.D.
Budget items is inclusive of project supplies, trips, reward for production
or scientific activity. The KPIs included published papers, registered
patents, three point for master degree and five point for master degree. The
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other details about the entities, field of research, beneficiaries, and arbitration were also specified, the budget
allocated for master is 70K and for Ph. D., 1.7K.
The programs aims to achieve a number of goals to support a goal driven research in KSA. In order to
strengthen and diversify the Saudi economy, some of the more specific goals are to be set to build a national
capacity in specific strategic areas leading to long term creation of world leading national industries. This has to
be in in an overall context of sustainability, developing competitive research focused on issues of KSA with
significant social and economic impact, fostering the development of long term durable links between
universities and industries and aimed ultimately, to building a knowledgeable society and knowledgeable
economy. The KACST identified twelve key factors with the objective of the development of local content based
on previous students and multiple discussions with different stakeholders.
Important key factors are energy, water, oil, gas and minerals besides
space and aerodynamics.
The research innovation program is designed to bridge the gap
between research and industry in the Kingdom. The significance of the
program include: to support research institutions and researchers to bring
new high innovations from early stage laboratory research to concept
prototype and then expand to full commercial scale. Through this program
it is expected that, hundreds of high tech startups and thousands of high
tech jobs could be created. Procedure and business process were laid out
clearly at entry, activity and output levels. The program summary
explained on the lines of time period, budget items, entities, conditions,
field of research, amount of support, beneficiaries and arbitration. The
other program included more specific scientific fields like MERs – a
corona virus in medical and health sciences and red palm weevil in
agriculture food security sectors. The researchers under this program will
have the right to apply the desired target subject at a specified portal –
unique to the target program. It will help to accelerate the process of advertising and launching new course for
proposals (CFP). Further, it will facilitate the process of receiving and assessing application rapidly.
The most novel and innovative idea is creation of industrial innovative centers. This programs may help
providing academic – industry collaborative research and creating direct impact through solutions to the most
pressing problems faced by the industry in Saudi Arabia. This may further help connecting researchers with
industry to focus R&D efforts to improve the local contents, and more, to encourage
and facilitate the participation of the industrial sector in R&D partnerships. It is
especially significant as it will strengthen the university researcher who have the
significant link to the industry. The establishment industrial innovation centers will
be opened gradually, identifying budget items and KPIs comprising technological
solutions, startups, patents and published papers. The the entities of this program will
be binding on universities and research centers. The e-portal,
http://GPURC.KACST.EDU.SA can be referred to, for further information.
The report prepared by Prof. Waseem Ahmad (Faridi), Prof. Mohammed Hussein
AlQahtani, Prof. Adeel Chaudhary, Prof. Adel Abu Zenadah and Mr. Mohammed
Amir Khan
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Spotlight on GenaTi Documentary
The documentary film released on the day of GenaTi inauguration
showcased the powerful team of researchers eager to realize the dream
was a treat to watch. The documentary was the story of the strength and
commitments to resolve and overcome the genetic and medical limitations
faced by mankind today. The documentary explored the diagnostic
services and state of the art molecular techniques – the backbone of
GenaTi which reinforce services offered. Skilled staff members,
accreditation of College of American Pathologists – CAP, the modern
laboratory setups are the main stay capable of making this medical
company a success. The message of the documentary could be
summarized as under:
The establishment of the "GenaTi Central Labs" came into being by
the decision of the President of King Abdul Aziz University, Prof. Dr.
Abdul Rahman Alyoubi, on January 3, 2017. The slogan of the company,
Power through knowledge signify the resolve of deep and sincere efforts
directed at to achieve the excellence in medical, genomic, diagnostic and
research services. It presents a deep resolve to help mankind in getting rid
of genetic diseases – especially Cancer, Alzheimer's, Arthritis among others. The set-up also seeks to prepare
specialized cadres, offering the best services through learning and teaching keeping all through this, the
advanced technology at its core. The documentary focused on the
role of GenaTi in collaborative research projects embarked upon
by research groups. It creates oppurtunity and means to our
students, giving message to learn to work as members of a
collaborative team. Such an environment opens an atmosphere of
hard work to young professionals and equip them with practical
opportunities. The resolve to solve the current problems in an
appropriate and interactive atmosphere, will be follow in all
earnest.

PRESS Release During GenaTi Launching

ﺟﻴﻨﺎﺗﻲ

GenaTi

POWER THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
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Prof. Mohammed bin Hussein AlQahtani, the founder and the Director of Center of Excellence in Genomic
Medicine Research, with a justified sense of pride, declared the opening and launching of GenaTi – a group of
diagnostic laboratories in a glittering ceremony. Among a host of
dignitaries from the universities and renowned medical houses, also
included Honorable Chief guest, His Excellency, Prof. Abdulrehman
bin Obaid Al Youbi who very kindly inaugurated the GenaTi medical
company on Sunday, 19-7-1438 AH corresponding to 27th April, 2017.
Many Deans, Scientists, Researchers and learned guests observed the
function with solemn assurance and appreciation, hoisted in the
premises of Center of Excellence of Genomic Medicine Research at
King Fahd Medical Research Center Complex. The presence of many specialists, interested in the field of
Medical Diagnosis representing Public and Business sectors were witnessed to this occasion as well. These are
the ones who could, hopefully be benefited from this venture in a more specific way.
Prof. Mohammed bin Hussein AlQahtani, in his opening statement explained the importance of the GenaTi
project and announced that it was in line with the most recent aspirations of KSA vision 2030. For this venture to
come true, he sincerely appreciated the encouragement and guidance of the University Administration. It
groomed the Center of Excellence in Genomic Medicine Research and
Center of Innovation in Personalized Medicine, to a stage where it has
morphed into, not only a professional enterprise but also transformed
into a very competitive company, fully capable of marketing a number of
diagnostic products at national and international level. A marvelous feet
indeed. He expressed optimism that through GenaTi – which truly is an
extended commercial arm of the University – the excellence in the
knowledge of science and research will flow in the field of Human
Genome. The GenaTi – he concluded, is the premier governmental and
academic commercial enterprise in the fast emerging field of Genetic Diagnosis established in the region of
Middle East. The GenaTi's laboratories have been accredited internationally by the College of American
Pathologists (CAP). This partnership has the capacity for providing a leading and effective push in a wide range
of diagnostic and research services and bound to give impetus to the efforts reaching to the doctors and
researchers from different Universities and Research Centers worldwide. He opined: with the help of GenaTi,
spouses whose babies suffer from genetic disorder could have healthy offspring, owing to the PGD techniques.
There are many diagnostic and research services offered by GenaTi which could benefit the specialized and
interested persons in the field of genome applications. A visit to GenaTi website ( https://GenaTi.com) on the
webpage will answer many queries.

On the Sidelines of GenaTi's Main Event
Honoring of the delegates
The delegates were honored and welcome by the GenaTi staff. Each delegate was presented by a souvenir for
their support by the Director CEGMR. The graceful presence of guests upheld the GenaTi initiative. Literature
was highly appreciated by all guests.
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A cake shaped after GenaTi's logo
The cake moulded after the logo of GenaTi was the main attraction and
appeared on the center stage. Among the applause it was cut and enjoyed by
many.

Photo Sessions
Many photo sessions and photo shoots, during and after the launching
ceremony were organized. All around the galleries, the host of the ceremony
applauded the occasion continually. Many had their cameras on to capture the
moments for their future recollection.

Banners and Posters
Several banners and posters were put on display
throughout the length and breadth of the venue. These
were in plenty and scores of them devoted to; GenaTi
Research Services (GCRS), GenaTi staff, and some
highlighting aims, objectives and mission. Other displayboards were raised with Info-graphs, depicting molecular
procedure and techniques relating to diagnosing the
diseases.

Hi-Ci Research Display
Scores of high impact research papers as an outcome of collaboration work
with highly cited scientists around the world was displayed. Some of them
included the research papers published in Science, Nature, PLOS-One etc.
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Event Management Team Efforts
An event management team took care of stage setting, decoration,
establishing electrical and electronic appliances, and seating arrangements with
separate enclosures for ladies and gents. The decorations were tasteful and serene.

Hospitalities
The hospitalities were lavish. The guests, all along the function
refreshed themselves by Qah'wa, tea, cold drinks and other
beverages. Professional catering services took special care to attend
everybody. After the grand inauguration, a sumptuous luncheon was
served to all guests and hosts.

A Comprehensive Look of GenaTi Services
The Power through Knowledge is slogan signifying deep sincere efforts of GenaTi to achieve excellence in
genomic medicine diagnostic and research services aimed primarily at making the humanity free from genetic
diseases, like cancer, Alzheimer's and arthritis etc. To realize this dream, a service workforce comparable to the
best in the world be created armed with skills in the cutting edge technology. Thus, the GenaTi gets its birth.
GenaTi lays emphasis on group projects so that our students could become receptive to idea of a corporation and
transform themselves into productive team members. Researchers and trained personnel out of this are involved
in the diagnostic services. This, backed by state of the art technology is the part of our comprehensive program,
dealing in molecular cytogenetics, flow cytometry and bio-banking areas. A separate GenaTi Publication
Division is a significant move to present international level crucial final stage research articles (Editors).
Salient services are briefly discussed:

Cytogenetic Services
Traditionally, cytogenetic analysis tends to determine the number and
structure of human chromosomes, and chromosomal rearrangements. The
GenaTi/Cytogenetic Laboratory provides routine and high-resolution
karyotyping, Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization (FISH), and Array
comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH). Diagnostic services for prenatal and postnatal congenital disorders
and neoplastic/oncologic disorders are routinely provided. The prenatal indications include: abnormal fetal
ultrasound, advanced maternal age, parental balanced chromosome rearrangement, and positive maternal serum
screening – indicating an increased risk of fetal chromosomal abnormality. The postnatal clinical indications
include: dysmorphic features, congenital anomalies, developmental delay, mental retardation, infertility and
multiple spontaneous abortions. These necessitate:
Standard Karyotyping: Changes that affect the number and/or structure of the chromosomes can cause
problems with growth, development, and related body function. Standard G-banding chromosomal
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analyses are performed on all tissue types for diagnosis of
congenital anomalies and mental retardation; leukemia's,
lymphomas and other hematological disorders; and in solid
neoplasms. The newest technologies are recently acquired which
include—robotic-assisted slide scanning and computer-enhanced
image capturing and analysis. This is helping to consistently
produce high quality reproducibility and abnormality detection
rate. Chromosomal Analysis are available for peripheral blood,
bone marrow, solid tumors, amniotic fluid, chorionic villi, cord blood (prenatal) and skin biopsy.
Fluorescent in Situ Hybridization (FISH) analysis: Fish is utilize for screening several abnormalities
such as marker chromosome, complex translocation, subtle translocation, or deletions involving
chromosomal ends, microdeletion syndrome, numerical aberrations of chromosomes and suspected
aneuploidy (prenatal diagnosis). FISH
is available in uncultured cells to
identify numerical chromosome
abnormalities in interphase for prenatal
diagnosis of suspected aneuploidy. It is
used as an adjunct to standard
cytogenetic analysis in either
constitutional or neoplastic conditions
or as a stand-alone assay in certain neoplastic conditions and clinical situations especially in microdeletion
syndromes. We are in a position for better characterization of chromosomal abnormalities found during
routine cytogenetic analysis. This test is usually be performed on the same specimen submitted for
chromosome studies or on paraffin-embedded tissue.

Molecular Services
DNA/RNA based: For molecular diagnostics we use, again, the
state of the art facilities utilizing a wide range of DNA and RNA
based tests that goes by inherited genetic diseases, hematologic
and solid malignancies and in rare genetic disorders. These
studies are performed in close coordination with our Cytogenetics
Laboratory to provide an integrated solution to the patients and physician clients.
Molecular Genetics: This service offers basic molecular genetics techniques more specific to DNA and
RNA, beside other advanced technologies. The GenaTi provides diagnostic services for different diseases
ranging from prenatal screening, neurological disorders, hearing loss,
hematological diseases, hemato-oncology, solid tumors including other
rare disorders. We are continually expanding our offerings tests using
technologies involving: Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) technique;
Restriction Enzyme Analysis, the Restriction Fragment Length
Polymorphism (RFLP); Real time PCR; Digital real time PCR; Sanger
DNA sequencing; Microarray and Whole Exome SNP Analysis.
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I m m u n o h i s t o c h e m i s t r y (I H C) a n a i y s i s S e r v i c e
IHC: The (IHC) incorporates recent automation technology using
outstanding IHC staining for known markers or, marker(s) on demand
for human tissues. The IHC lab performs prognostic and diagnostic
facilitates for solid tumors on fresh, frozen and/or formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded tissue on single tissue sections or TMA sections
prepared. GenaTi, offers a list of standardized biomarkers and provides an opportunity to use other
antibodies commercially available or antibodies newly developed by an investigator. Such biomarkers
help investigating the cellular and molecular processes in order to allow better
management of patients in respect to susceptibility biomarkers which predict the
likelihood of the onset of the disease, diagnostic biomarkers useful in diagnosing
the disease. Prognostic biomarkers also available which predict the disease
outcome in terms of survival and the chance that a patient would recover or would
have a recurrence in case of cancer further give and predictive biomarkers
informative to the treatment's response.
Flow Cytometry Analysis: Diagnostic flow cytometry analysis is performed on the BD FACSAria III
platform and offers support in cellular and molecular analysis of extracellular and intracellular proteins in
normal and patient samples, besides sorting individual cell populations from biological samples. GenaTi
offers a complete staining and analysis of samples using a list of
diagnostic-grade antibodies. Custom analysis using alternative
antibodies is also available upon request. The conditions have been
tested on leukemia/ lymphoma Immunophenotyping; DR, kappa, and
lambda; Infiltrative lung Disease (CD4+/CD8+ lymphocyte ratio). Also
it addresses to assess Leukemia DNA index, ploidy; Stem Cell and
Umbilical Cord blood Enumeration and Cell Cycle.

Diagnostic Services
The GenaTi Diagnostic Services help to serve patients, physicians, and
members of the medical and research community. A wide range of services using
latest facilities are available.
GenaTi, stay more focused on to evaluate an individual's DNA for ascertaining
a genetic cause for the disease or physical symptoms, provide interpretation of the
genetic finding and association to disease, develop new methods for analyzing
genes, and introduce new testing to improve patient care. The staff of the Genetic
Diagnostic Laboratory includes highly trained and experienced laboratory technicians, genetic and after
counselor, who work continually to provide their service in a timely and
professional manner.
The GenaTi delivers first-class genetic analysis services the subject of Saudi
population also and internationally for a wide variety of inherited and acquired
genetic disorders. Our means include: Cytogenetic Services: Standard
Karyotyping, Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), Array comparative
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genomic hybridization (aCGH); The Molecular Services include: Molecular Genetics, Immunohistochemistry
(IHC), Flow Cytometry; The Pre-implantation Genetic Diagnosis (PGD), Pre-implantation Genetic Screening
(PGS) and In vitro fertilization (IVF). Their more details are:
The Pre-implantation Genetic Diagnosis (PGD): The procedures
offer couples who are likely to pass on a genetic abnormality, the
possibility to become biological parents with minimal risk. It involves
checking the genes and/or chromosomes of embryos created through In
Vitro Fertilization (IVF). The PGS evaluates embryos for
chromosomal abnormalities and in the process, make sure that they
have the right number of chromosomes, without extra or missing chromosome. The PGD screens singlegene defects that may cause genetic disorders such as Thalassemia, Sickle cell anemia, Thrombophilia.
In vitro fertilization (IVF) Facility: The PGD and PGS require one extra step so vital in IVF treatment.
During the IVF process, eggs are removed from the ovaries and fertilized with sperm in the laboratory.
Once fertilized and embryonic development begins, the embryologist performs embryo biopsy, and
genetic specialists determine which embryos carry a genetic anomaly and which are normal. In following
conditions this process is recommended: Sickle cell anemia, Thalassemia and single- gene disorders with
confirmed pathogenic mutation. If the affected gene is known, a custom
PGD protocol is designed and implemented. If the affected gene is
unknown to the couple, whole-exome sequencing is offered to
maximize the chances of identifying the underlying mutation,
Recurrent Abortions/Miscarriages (Normal karyotype), Recurrent IVF
failure (2/3 or more) and Advance Maternal Age (>35/38).

M olecular Extractionand BiobankingServices
Through this service the GenaTi offers mainly the extraction
of high quality biomolecules such as DNA, RNA or Proteins from biological samples. The biomolecules; extraction is the basis and the starting point of an OMICs based
diagnostics or research. We offer downstream analysis for theranostics, life sciences projects, biomedical
research, pharmaceutical industry, forensic medicine, Food and Agricultural industry. We also provide sample
storage services.
Tissue Procurement and Molecular Extraction: The tissue procurement/reception covers many
biofluids and tissues; either fresh, fresh-frozen or fixed. It is ideal to include adjacent or distant non-tumor
tissue or tumor tissue from the same surgery. This facility offers molecular extraction of biomolecules
including DNA, total RNA, mRNA, miRNA and proteins from biospecimens. The specimens include
biofluids (blood, plasma, serum, buffy coat, leukocyte and leukocyte
fractions (PBMCs), saliva or urine); Fresh tissues (from
biopsies/surgical removal); buccal swabs; Fresh frozen tissues (Snap
freezing in Liquid Nitrogen); Fixed tissues (e.g. formalin fixed paraffin
embedded (FFPE); optimum cutting temperature (OCT) compound;
RNALater). It can be in the form of cell lines, primary cell cultures,
cell lysates and cell aspirates; Feces and Toenails.
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Biospecimens/Biomolecules storage and banking: In addition to biospecimens
extraction, the GenaTi facility offers biospecimens or biomolecules storage. This
help supporting any ongoing research projects. The facility maintains an inventory
and surveillance of these study-specific biospecimen collections under the best
international biobanking standards.

G e n a T i R e s e a r c h S e r v i c e s (G C R S)
GenaTi Core Research Services (GCRS) are the most comprehensive
advanced core laboratory entirely dedicated for researchers. Through this, we
provide an access to cutting edge technologies and procedures which are vital
to fulfill the scientific interests of a researcher. GenaTi Core Research Services
intend to support a large number of diverse basic, translational, and clinical
projects that fall predominantly in the following research areas:

Molecular Biology Research: These services differed to the projects
aiming to study the molecular mechanisms of a disease using either human or
animal models, including high throughput platforms and data analysis if
needed.

Signal Transduction Research: These services are important for projects
aiming to identify or understand the underlying signaling
mechanisms/pathways of disease onset, progression, and/or drug response to
improve molecular classification, risk categorization, and optimization of
therapeutic approaches. High throughput screening and expert data analysis
service can also be provided on demand.

Biomarkers Research: Projects exploring biomarkers discovery which
carry diagnostic, prognostic, or predictive values and their validation in all
types of diseases and tissues (human/animal) are specially benefitted.

Research Certification and Qualifications: Periodic, on-demand and/or
individualized advanced technical training, workshops and seminars can be
provided and certified by GenaTi. Continuing Medical Education (CME)
credits are awarded in recognition of continuing activity. This helps students
and scientists in advancing their competence and mastering new developing
areas of their field.
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Expert Consultant Services: GenaTi offers high quality and customized
consultation services for researchers, scientists and post-graduate students,
from study design to publication, including proposal writing, questionnaire
designing, guidance on research techniques and platforms, budget
estimation, submission of Institutional Research Board (IRB) application,
bioethics advice, data analysis, customized consultation, and proofreading
and publication.

GenaTi Publication Service
Building confidence and skills among healthcare researchers,
scientists, medical practitioners, and students – to write high quality
manuscripts and reports publishable in reputable international peer-reviewed journals – is crucial for the
development and promotion of the medical research outcomes. The GenaTi Publication Editing and
Proofreading Services are established on highly professional and competitive lines to edit, proofread and style
the manuscript, scientific/research papers/medical reports. Dissertations and theses dealing with PhD's and MS
and projects are specially dealt with. The services ensures to have no conflicting
priorities while doing careful analysis and critical thinking. Our service
priorities guaranties to translate ideas and data into publishing document.
Special assistance for non-native English speakers is provided additionally. A
highly professional expertise of certified GenaTi Publication editors and highly
qualified backup team for publications of all hues are in place.
We can develop the manuscript, format and proofread your scientific documents for the crucial final stages
by:
Genuine Editing: efficient presentation of documents and manuscripts with
logical information.
Proofreading: making manuscript to convey what it is meant for is an important
matter. Checking text, refine details, detect errors relating to spelling,
punctuation, style and sense and grammar – all taken care of during this.
Formatting: Laying abstract, body text, references, tables, figures and legends
coherently and uniformly according to the requirements of researchers or taking
care of journal guidelines to authors.
Accuracy of Sources and References: This ensures accuracy of information and authenticity of references.
According to the customer requirement, the quality of services can be with different quality levels:
Basic: Includes simple proofreading and basic editing to achieve a grammatically
correct and professionally polished scientific document. It includes correcting the
spelling, grammar, punctuation, verb tense consistency, noun-verb agreement, and
formatting.
Advance: Includes all features of basic service as well as editing for clarity and style at
the sentence level. Eliminating jargon, smoothing language, and rewriting sentences to
improve clarity.
Professional: Includes all features of basic and advanced service as well extensive
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editing as needed to maximize clarity and impact. Includes stylistic editing at the document level. Include
significant editing and reorganization of paragraphs to improve clarity and impact.
Offered services list: Abstracts, Manuscript editing and proofreading, Books and Book Chapters,
Dissertations and Theses, Grant Proposals; Biological, Medical and Allied Sciences Editing;
Presentations, Miscellaneous Scientific Editing, Plagiarism check and Marketing Materials.
Publication Division's Latest: GenaTi's Marketing: Leaflets;
Preimplementation Genetic Diagnosis (PGD) publicity material, In
Vitro Fertilization (IVF) publicity material, Bio-Bank Unit publicity
material; and literature on GenaTi Research Services (GCRS), GenaTi
Diagnostic Service and Continuous Education Preparation. GenaTi
Books and Booklet.

Promoting Health in Saudi Families
It is now an established trend that advances in many fields, especially of
biomedicine sphere should strike a link between – genetics, gene expression,
and genomics – with the diagnosis of the the disease. It is only then the best
treatment could be possible. We have now beginning to appreciate, that the best
approach for treatment for any serious disease like cancer, should be based on
the genetics of the tumor and knowing the genetic makeup of the patient or
person. Gone are the days when a one-size-fit all the approaches and it was the only option available. The
treatment regimens tailored to individual needs has started taking shape. The promise of pharmacogenomics and
the personalized medicine is crystalizing fast and clearly more than ever before. We expect to see a greater
momentum with every passing year. Advances in the concept offers new diagnostic technologies and opens new
fields and capabilities. We are entering an era where we will have to ascertain disease susceptibility and detection
of a particular disease in a precise sense. The best thing is that, a disease can be categorized at an early stage. Of all
the things, we can even predetermine the individual response to a therapy and
drugs. Diagnostics now heavily dependent on molecular imaging and
biomarkers, the key areas now. Our extensive array of latest facilities, which
GenaTi can guide to reach the cherished goal of acquiring the role of providing
proper care and treatment to Saudi population. The GenaTi seeks to provide the
care, communication and in the process – accumulating the knowledge keeping
highest standard. This is an ardent journey to make our region free, at least from genetic diseases. We pledge to
work hard under the umbrage of GenaTi.
(authored by M.H. AlQahtani and Waseem Ahmad (Faridi)

Training and Education Efforts by GenaTi
An important part of KSA 2030' Vision is the provision of multidisciplinary education and training at all
levels and disciplines which is experienced-based. Biology, medicine, physics, mathematics, statistics, machine
learning, engineering, informatics and hands-on training in omics technologies is integrated in educational and
career development programs of the workforce for healthcare and related industries. Funding and regulatory
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bodies in KSA and the whole region – without acceptation – should be its part.
So we think and strive for.
Whether one is a newcomer to the OMICs arena or driven by a desire to
improve understanding of the molecular biology, genomics, proteomics, and
bioinformatics or bio-banking; We, the GenaTi organization offer refresher
courses, hands-on trainings and customized workshops to develop/acquire
these new skills. GenaTi Training and Education Services (GTES) offers a plethora of knowledgeable/
informative seminars, advanced workshops and innovative training programs that certainly match the needs and
expectations.

Each GTES service is supported by a comprehensive core facility lab with several advanced platforms
dedicated to educating, training and upgrading the skills of graduate, post-graduate, post-doctoral fellows,
clinical scientists and researchers in an interdisciplinary environment. Our teams are adapted at responding to
specific needs and all types of customer's requests. We work to ensure that you walk away with a thorough
understanding and mastering the topics and an actionable plan for success in the following areas or levels:
Following may be interested:
Secondary/high school students
Summer students
Under-graduate students
Post-graduate students
Students from exchange and/or joint programs
Post-doctoral fellows
Healthcare providers
Clinical scientists
Pharma and biotechnology companies
Industry staff
Researchers from all life science fields
Public
Media
Policy makers
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Offered Services: The GenaTi GTES service offers several international level training and education
mainly but not limited to: Hands-on cutting-edge lab training on most of the basic and advanced biotechnologies
with customized duration and scale; advanced seminars and technical courses; advanced workshops; periodic
international conferences covering advanced areas of basic and translational biomedical researches as well as
clinical applications.
The GenaTi offers training and education services in the following areas:
Next Generation Sequencing
Forensic Medicine & Investigative Genomics
Microarrays
Introduction to Precision Medicine
Immunohistochemistry
Biobanking and Biospecimens Preservation
Tissue Microarrays & Biomarkers Profiling
Functional Genomics
Flow Cytometry
Research Methodologies and Publication Toolbox
Clinical Cytogenetics
Principles of Bioethics
Clinical Molecular Cytogenetics
Publication and Writing Skills
Bioinformatics & Biodata analysis
The GenaTi GTES service committee on training and education oversees all
standard initiatives and is in conformity to assessment education and outreach.
We introduce the importance of 'International Research Standards' to the
academic community and to the public at large. Philosophy of GenaTi team's
philosophy is to act as a think-tank for the promotion and torch bearer of
scientific knowledge and information, values, and to inculcate these values in the
curriculum of High Schools, Colleges and Universities.

Readers should feel free to write their views, opinions and feelings directly to the
Editor by email: cegmr.info@kau.edu.sa

